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Enter another world 

Caterina Conforti’s
Parma food tours

PARMESAN        PROSCIUTTO          BALSAMICO



Meeting (08:30/45 am)
We have several self-drive meet points 
that suit an easy start to the day.

Your booking itinerary will have all the 
details, times and costs.

PARMIGIANO 
REGGIANO
Authentic cheese workrooms 
of Parmigiano-Reggiano - with tastings

Discover how “the King of all cheese” is 
made. It is still prepared in the very 
same way just as the inventors the 
Benedictine Monks would have wanted. 

You’ll see first hand the “making” it, the 
salt pools and the “wheel cathedrals 
ripening rooms”, walls of cheese… 
thousands of these aromatic wheels 
resting on maple shelves.

Finally we will taste the finished, branded 
product made solely by the producer.

Destination 1



il Casaro

The King of cheese - Experience first hand the family tradition day in day out – these makers are amazing to watch



On the Picture Tools | 
Format tab, you can 
create your own frames 
and make picture 
corrections such as 
adjusting contrast and 
brightness or cropping 
the picture for just the 
right look.

PARMA HAM

Destination 2



The world 

famous Prosciutto 

di Parma

See where this incredible 

ham is produced and aged.

Discover why the best ham 

can be made only in the hills 

of  Parma where the 

“Marino” wind blows over 

the mountain ranges passing 

Castello Torrechiara…

We share the 3 secrets only 

the makers divulge.  Then 

we taste it fresh from the 

maker’s table!



Our stunning 3 course lunch tops them all…

Our Vineyard
Lunches

1.00pm
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FWT Driving trips… 

you get to see so much more.

and it’s fun!



Food n walk Tours

AcetoTradizionale

DOP

Our Balsamico Estate

See where it is hand picked 

and aged.

Meet this incredible family 

producer and visit their 300 

year old attic in Reggio.

Italy’s unmistakeable 

treasure.

3.30pm: Our day finishes 

with tastings of  this 3 

vintage 15, 22 and 28 year 

decanted Aceto.                  
Final destination
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Food n Walk 
Contacts
Email

Facebook

Website

info@foodnwalktours.com

Cate direct

+39 3383111950

Enter another world
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